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S i d e  B e n d i n g  (Lat es t  11/ 9/ 2016 )

Lengthening one side by shortening the other 

Including the ribs, cervicals, and lumbars. 
Test:  Standing.  Sink down slowly on one side.  How low does arm hang. 
  Feel where you are stopped.  Test other side. 

1. On back.  BK.   
a. Hands behind head, fingers interlaced.  Side bend very slowly R&L.  Choose 

side that side bends easier.  Side bend to that side of the body the entire lesson 
until transfer. 

b. Repeat to that side S.T.   
c. Straighten legs and repeat to that side S.T. 
d. Arm of side-bending side overhead.  Hand reaches opposite ear.  Repeat S.T. 

slowly. 
e. Same as d.  Add other hand pushing side of head, face to  help, S.T. slowly. 

2. On side, working side up.  Floor arm straight on floor in the direction of top of 
head.  Head rests on it.  Ceiling arm draped over top of your head holding floor ear. 
a. Lift head S.T.  Where movement initiates?  (Side bending occurs at waist.) 
b. Lift ceiling leg S.T.  (Upper and lower side bending meet at waist.) 
d.* Now just head.  Different?  Easier?  How?  Even though you are not moving 

your hip up to waist by raising your leg, is it still somehow now included in 
movement? 

3. On belly.  Forehead on side-bending-side palm.  Side bend.  Forehead/palm slide, 
nose stays down, no head roll, S.T.  Where is the movement happening? 

4. Sitting.  Ankles gently crossed.  (No semi-lotus.)  

a. Side-bending arm overhead, clasping opposite ear.  Side bend S.T.  Where does 
weight go on sit bones?  Is there more resistance on the side-bending cervicals 
(in neck) or is there more resistance on the other side?  (Possibly demos here.)  
In other words, the cervicals or ribs on the other side cannot fan out or 
lengthen. 
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b. How can you organize to bring hip up towards waist as neck and ribs move 

down toward waist?  How do you have to shift weight to other hip/sit bone to 
do this? 

c. Repeat S.T. with side-bending elbow, moving increasingly closer to floor (out 
to the side).  First raise side-bending hip, then keeping that relationship, whole 
side-bending body tilts toward side and elbow lowers to floor. 

d. Try two ways.  Which has balanced work load? 

i. First lean to side.  Side-bending hip shift weight to floor immediately, then 
bend elbow to floor.  Feel how most of the bending work is done at a 
hinge in your low back. 

ii. Raise side-bending hip - whole side of body side bending.  Then take side-
bending hip along with whole body  -  keep the side-bending relationship - 
toward the floor, bring elbow toward the floor.  Feel how work is now 
distributed through a C-shaped curve from your neck down to your pelvis.  
NOT bent or a hinge. 

e. Using #d(ii) above, when elbow low to or touching floor, swing around to 
front (round back?  arch back?) and raise back up to sit in original position 
(round or arch back?), S.T.   

5. Standing.  Same arm overhead on ear.   

a. Side bend.  Where do you want weight on feet?  as elbow moves toward floor. 
b. Explore putting more weight on non-side-bending side foot.  Feel hip of that 

foot jut out to side as side bending - that may feel familiar, but actually you are 
only side bending with neck and your ribs. You are not asking your hip to 
come up to your waist on the side bending side - just like you discovered in the 
last few positions.  Your lumbars need to side bend as well up toward your 
waist.  

c. Explore putting more weight on side-bending-side foot.  What can you do to 
raise that hip toward your waist?   

d. See if this helps.  Raise your heel of side-bending-side foot to increase side 
bending in lower body.  Your waist is moving up to your hips.  Keep all your 
weight on the ball of that foot. Then keeping that relationship, side bend elbow 
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to waist.  Now, return your heel to the floor, BUT that hip stays higher than 
the other hip. To be able to put heel back on floor, you need to bend the other 
knee.  

e.  Now, try showing that hip how to come more toward your waist in one other 
way.  Stand with equal weight on both feet. Now very much bend the knee on 
the non side bending side, and very much straighten your leg on the side 
bending side. And than side bend your elbow toward your waist as well. KEEP 
all your weight on the side bending side and foot. Now does your hip come up 
and your ribs and neck move down as you side bend?  

f. Let it all go.  Drop your arm.  Side bend again to that same side.  Can you now 
recreate that relationship?  Can you let the other hip just drop and release into 
the bent knee. 

Test:  Standing 

A. Remember what it was like to side bend at the beginning of the lesson.  Now side 
bend and feel the difference. 

B. Now side bend on the side you haven’t worked on.  How is it different?  Where no 
permission to move? 

LIE on back 
TRANSFER 

6. Repeat lesson on other side. 

*Demonstration of “auxiliary movement” to show the body a possibility it has 
forgotten.  When you then delete the actual “auxiliary movement,” the body 
continues to incorporate that functional possibility into a higher level of 
organization. 
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